
Compatible with All Cloud 
Environments

Perform Compliance Gap 
Analysis

Vandis Expert Engineer 
Support

What is the Vandis Cloud Compliance & Security Assessment?

Vandis will run a snapshot against your current cloud compliance background to 

provide our team with an overview of your organization’s current security 

posture. After analysis, our engineers can identify any applicable compliance 

violations or security issues and propose steps for remediation.

Why customers use the 

Cloud Assessment

• Identify potential security gaps 

before an incident occurs

• Meet cloud best practices with 

expert guidance

• Ensure compliance with 

standards such as HIPAA, NIST, 

and GDPR before any 

violations occur

• Receive assessment results 

within one week

Vandis' offering is ideal for companies looking to ensure they 

are properly securing their workloads and are meeting 

compliance standards within their cloud environments.

Ensure information security 

standards are met in the cloud

• Amazon Web Services

• Microsoft Azure 

• Google Cloud Platform

Ensure compliance with industry 

standards and regulations

• PCI

• HIPAA

• NIST

• SOX

Expert security guidance

• Review results with an 

experienced Vandis engineer

• Identify violations or issues

• Propose steps for remediation 

that align with cloud and 

security best-practices

Cloud Compliance & 
Security Assessment 

"The Cloud Compliance and Security Assessment is an effective tool for companies to better secure their workloads in public and 

private cloud environments, maintain essential compliance standards, and expose hidden security gaps you might not otherwise 

find until it's too late."

- Ryan Young, CTO, Vandis
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Cloud Compliance & 

Security Assessment

Our promise to you

That we can thoroughly assess your 

cloud environment and offer a 

customized optimization and security 

improvement plan.

How A Cloud Compliance & Security Assessment 

Benefits Your Business

Why Vandis?

A comprehensive network and security strategy that spans your cloud and premise environments has become 

mission critical for every organization. Vandis' high-level engineering capabilities and close relationships with market 

leading and niche manufacturers allow us to make timely recommendations. With over 35 years of experience, Vandis has the 

proven ability to navigate the everchanging technology and business landscape. As projects increase in complexity, we 

have the necessary resources to successfully manage projects on a regional, national, and global scale.

The Cloud Assessment allows Vandis’ engineering team 

to get a complete view of your existing cloud 

environment and check it against best practices and 

regulatory guidelines.  This provides a gap audit that 

allows our team to quickly provide a security solution 

roadmap and/or design validation.

This assessment fits any organization looking for a quick 

cloud posture assessment, compliance gap analysis, 

and/or POC into what auto-remediation could help with.
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